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The question that should motivate a business student’s study of statistics should be “Even without perfect information, how can I make better decisions?” As entrepreneurs and consultants, we know that in today’s data-rich environment, knowledge of statistics is essential to survive and thrive in the business world. But, as educators, we’ve seen a disconnect between the way business statistics is traditionally taught and the way it should be used in making business decisions. In Business Statistics, we try to narrow the gap between theory and practice by presenting relevant statistical methods that will empower business students to make effective, data-informed decisions.

Of course, students should come away from their statistics course knowing how to think statistically and how to apply statistics methods with modern technology. But they must also be able to communicate their analyses effectively to others. When asked about statistics education, a group of CEOs from Fortune 500 companies recently said that although they were satisfied with the technical competence of students who had studied statistics, they found the students’ ability to communicate their findings to be woefully inadequate.

Our Plan, Do, Report rubric provides a structure for solving business problems that mimics the correct application of statistics to solving real business problems. Unlike many other authors, we emphasize the often neglected thinking (Plan) and communication (Report) steps in problem solving in addition to the methodology (Do). This approach requires up-to-date, real-world examples and data. So we constantly strive to illustrate our lessons with current business issues and examples.

What’s New in This Edition?

We’ve been delighted with the reaction to previous editions of Business Statistics. We’ve made some changes to the organization of the fourth edition to help students focus on the essentials and think about the data-rich world they will find in the workplace. And, of course, we continue to update examples and exercises so that the story we tell is always tied to the ways statistics informs modern business practice.

• Recent data. We teach with real data whenever possible, so we’ve updated data throughout the book. New examples reflect current stories in the news and recent economic and business events. When a historical dataset is especially good at illuminating a pedagogical point, we have, from time to time, chosen pedagogy over recency.

• Improved organization. We have retained our “data first” presentation of topics because we find that it provides students with both motivation and a foundation in real business decisions on which to build an understanding.

• Chapters 1–4 have been streamlined to cover collecting, displaying, summarizing, and understanding data in four chapters. We find that this provides students with a solid foundation to launch their study of probability and statistics.

• Chapters 5–7 introduce students to randomness and probability models. We’ve moved the discussion of probability trees and Bayes’ rule into these chapters.

• Chapters 8 and 9 cover data collection by survey and by designed experiments. New discussions here address technology-enabled sampling, online data, and Big Data. We’ve moved the discussion of experiments up front because of the increased importance of online testing, but we’ve

1Unfortunately, not the question most students are asking themselves on the first day of the course.
moved the analysis of such designs (ANOVA), which many instructors find difficult to cover in a first course, to the online Chapter 25.

• Chapters 10–15 cover inference for both proportions and means. We introduce inference by discussing proportions because most students are better acquainted with proportions reported in surveys and news stories. However, this edition ties in the discussion of means immediately so students can appreciate that the reasoning of inference is the same in a variety of contexts. We’ve added an optional discussion of bootstrapping. This may help students’ intuition about inference as well as providing a relatively new modern method.

• Chapters 16–19 cover regression-based models for decision making.

• Chapter 20 discusses time series methods.

• Chapter 21 is a newly expanded discussion of data mining and Big Data.

• Chapters 22–24 discuss special topics that can be selected according to the needs of the course and the preferences of the instructor.

• **Streamlined design.** Our goal has always been a readable text. This edition sports a new design that clarifies the purpose of each text element. The major theme of each chapter is linear and easy to follow without distraction. Supporting material is clearly boxed and shaded, so students know where to focus their study efforts.

• **Enhanced Technology Help.** We’ve updated Technology Help (now called Tech Support) in almost every chapter.

• **Updated examples to reflect the changing world.** The time since our last revision has seen marked changes in the U.S. and world economies. This has required us to update many of our examples. Our selection of course content reflects the wisdom of the GAISE2016 report adopted by the American Statistical Association as a standard for introductory statistics teaching. Our “In Practice” elements have all been re-structured to reflect real-world business challenges. The result is a text that is realistic and useful.

• **Increased focus on core material.** Statistics in practice means making smart decisions based on data. Students need to know the methods, how to apply them, and the assumptions and conditions that make them work. We’ve tightened our discussions to get students there as quickly as possible, focusing increasingly on the central ideas and core material.

**Our Approach**

**Statistical Thinking**

For all of our improvements, examples, and updates in this edition of *Business Statistics* we haven’t lost sight of our original mission—writing a modern business statistics text that addresses the importance of statistical thinking in making business decisions and that acknowledges how Statistics is actually used in business.

Statistics is practiced with technology, and this insight informs everything from our choice of forms for equations (favoring intuitive forms over calculation forms) to our extensive use of real data. But most important, understanding the value of technology allows us to focus on teaching statistical thinking rather than calculation. The questions that motivate each of our hundreds of examples are not “How do you find the answer?” but “How do you think about the answer?”, “How does it help you make a better decision?”, and “How can you best communicate your decision?” Our redesigned “In Practice” elements in each chapter have been recast as conversations between managers and analysts to emphasize the business relevance of each method and its importance in making good business decisions.
Our focus on statistical thinking ties the chapters of the book together. An introductory Business Statistics course covers an overwhelming number of new terms, concepts, and methods, and it is vital that students see their central core: how we can understand more about the world and make better decisions by understanding what the data tell us. From this perspective, it is easy to see that the patterns we look for in graphs are the same as those we think about when we prepare to make inferences. And it is easy to see that the many ways to draw inferences from data are several applications of the same core concepts. It follows naturally that when we extend these basic ideas into more complex (and even more realistic) situations, the same basic reasoning is still at the core of our analyses.

Our Goal: Read This Book!

The best textbook in the world is of little value if it isn’t read. Here are some of the ways we made Business Statistics more approachable:

- **Readability.** We strive for a conversational, approachable style, and we introduce anecdotes to maintain interest. Instructors report (to their amazement) that their students read ahead of their assignments voluntarily. Students tell us (to their amazement) that they actually enjoy the book. In this edition, we’ve focused our discussions even more clearly on the central ideas we want to convey.

- **Focus on assumptions and conditions.** More than any other textbook, Business Statistics emphasizes the need to verify assumptions when using statistical procedures. We reiterate this focus throughout the examples and exercises. We make every effort to provide templates that reinforce the practice of checking these assumptions and conditions, rather than rushing through the computations. Business decisions have consequences. Blind calculations open the door to errors that could easily be avoided by taking the time to graph the data, check assumptions and conditions, and then check again that the results and residuals make sense.

- **Emphasis on graphing and exploring data.** Our consistent emphasis on the importance of displaying data is evident from the first chapters on understanding data to the sophisticated model-building chapters at the end. Examples often illustrate the value of examining data graphically, and the exercises reinforce this. Good graphics reveal structures, patterns, and occasional anomalies that could otherwise go unnoticed. These patterns often raise new questions and inform both the path of a resulting statistical analysis and the business decisions. Hundreds of new graphics found throughout the book demonstrate that the simple structures that underlie even the most sophisticated statistical inferences are the same ones we look for in the simplest examples. This helps tie the concepts of the book together to tell a coherent story.

- **Consistency.** We work hard to avoid the “do what we say, not what we do” trap. Having taught the importance of plotting data and checking assumptions and conditions, we are careful to model that behavior throughout the book. (Check the exercises in the chapters on multiple regression or time series and you’ll find us still requiring and demonstrating the plots and checks that were introduced in the early chapters.) This consistency helps reinforce these fundamental principles and provides a familiar foundation for the more sophisticated topics.

- **The need to read.** In this book, important concepts, definitions, and sample solutions are not always set aside in boxes. The book needs to be read, so we’ve tried to make the reading experience enjoyable. The common approach of skimming for definitions or starting with the exercises and looking up examples just won’t work here. (It never did work as a way to learn about and understand statistics.)
Coverage

The topics covered in a Business Statistics course are generally mandated by our students’ needs in their studies and in their future professions. But the order of these topics and the relative emphasis given to each is not well established. *Business Statistics* presents some topics sooner or later than other texts. Although many chapters can be taught in a different order, we urge you to consider the order we have chosen.

We’ve been guided in the order of topics by the fundamental goal of designing a coherent course in which concepts and methods fit together to provide a new understanding of how reasoning with data can uncover new and important truths. Each new topic should fit into the growing structure of understanding that students develop throughout the course. For example, we teach inference concepts with proportions first and then with means. Most people have a wider experience with proportions, seeing them in polls and advertising. And by starting with proportions, we can teach inference with the Normal model and then introduce inference for means with the Student’s \( t \)-distribution.

We introduce the concepts of association, correlation, and regression early in *Business Statistics*. Our experience in the classroom shows that introducing these fundamental ideas early makes statistics useful and relevant even at the beginning of the course. By Chapter 4, students can discuss relationships among variables in a meaningful way. Later in the semester, when we discuss inference, it is natural and relatively easy to build on the fundamental concepts learned earlier and enhance them with inferential methods.

**GAISE Report**

We’ve been guided in our choice of what to emphasize by the GAISE 2016 (Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education) Report, which emerged from extensive studies of how students best learn Statistics ([www.amstat.org/asa/files/pdfs/GAISE/GaiseCollege_Full.pdf](https://www.amstat.org/asa/files/pdfs/GAISE/GaiseCollege_Full.pdf)). The GAISE Report was extensively revised in 2016 to reflect the evolution of technology and new wisdom about teaching statistics. The new recommendations have been officially adopted and recommended by the American Statistical Association and urge (among other detailed suggestions) that statistics education should:

1. Teach statistical thinking.
2. Focus on conceptual understanding.
3. Integrate real data with a context and a purpose.
4. Foster active learning.
5. Use technology to explore concepts and analyze data.
6. Use assessments to improve and evaluate student learning.

In this sense, this book is thoroughly modern.

**Syllabus Flexibility**

To be effective, a course must fit comfortably with the instructor’s preferences. The early chapters—Chapters 1–15—cover core material that will be part of most introductory courses. Chapters 16–20—multiple regression, model building, and time series. Analysis of Variance—may be included in an introductory course, but our organization provides flexibility in the order and choice of specific topics. Chapters 21–25 may be viewed as “special topics” and selected and sequenced to suit the instructor or the course requirements.
Here are some specific notes:

• Chapter 4, Correlation and Linear Regression, may be postponed until just before covering regression inference in Chapter 16. (But we urge you to teach it where it appears.) Chapter 4 now includes an early glimpse of multiple regression (as advised by GAISE 2016). We urge you not to skip that discussion.

• Chapter 19, Building Multiple Regression Models, must follow the introductory material on multiple regression in Chapter 18.

• Chapters 20 and 25, Time Series Analysis and ANOVA, require material on multiple regression from Chapter 18.

The following topics can be introduced in any order (or omitted) after basic inference has been covered:

• Chapter 15, Inference for Counts: Chi-Square Tests
• Chapter 21, Introduction to Big Data and Data Mining
• Chapter 22, Quality Control
• Chapter 23, Nonparametric Methods
• Chapter 24, Decision Making and Risk

## Continuing Features

A textbook isn’t just words on a page. A textbook is many elements that come together to form a big picture. The features in *Business Statistics* provide a real-world context for concepts, help students apply these concepts, promote problem solving, and integrate technology—all of which help students understand and see the big picture of Business Statistics.

### Providing Real-World Context

**Motivating Vignettes.** Each chapter opens with a motivating vignette, often taken from the authors’ consulting experiences. Companies featured include Amazon.com, Zillow.com, Keen Inc., and Whole Foods Market. We analyze data from or about the companies in the motivating vignettes throughout the chapter.

**Brief Cases.** Each chapter includes one or more Brief Cases that use real data and ask students to investigate a question or make a decision. Students define the objective, plan the process, complete the analysis, and report a conclusion. Data for the Brief Cases are available on the website, formatted for various technologies.

**Case Studies.** Throughout the book we present Case Studies. Students are given realistically large datasets and challenged to respond to open-ended business questions using the data. Students can bring together methods they have learned throughout the book to address the issues raised. Students will have to use a computer to work with the large datasets that accompany these Case Studies.

**What Can Go Wrong?** In each chapter, What Can Go Wrong? highlights the most common statistical errors and the misconceptions about statistics. The most common mistakes for the new user of statistics often involve misusing a method—not miscalculating a statistic. One of our goals is to arm students with the tools to detect statistical errors and to offer practice in debunking misuses of Statistics, whether intentional or not.
Applying Concepts

In Practice. Almost every section of every chapter includes focused examples that illustrate and apply the concepts or methods of that section to a real-world business context. Each one now ends with a specific written report. They are now structured as conversations between a manager and an analyst or employee with the requirement that a report be made to the manager. This format helps to frame the issues in a practical way.

Step-by-Step Guided Examples. The answer to a statistical question is almost never just a number. Statistics is about understanding the world and making better decisions with data. Guided Examples model a thorough solution in the right column with commentary in the left column. The overall analysis follows our innovative Plan, Do, Report template. Each analysis begins with a clear question about a business decision and an examination of the data (Plan), moves to calculating the selected statistics (Do), and finally concludes with a Report that specifically addresses the question. To emphasize that our goal is to address the motivating question, we present the Report step as a business memo that summarizes the results in the context of the example and states a recommendation if the data are able to support one. To preserve the realism of the example, whenever it is appropriate, we include limitations of the analysis or models in the concluding memo, as one should in making such a report.

By Hand. Even though we encourage the use of technology to calculate statistical quantities, we recognize the pedagogical benefits of occasionally doing a calculation by hand. The By Hand boxes break apart the calculation of some of the simpler formulas and help the student through the calculation of a worked example.

Reality Check. We regularly offer reminders that statistics is about understanding the world and making decisions with data. Results that make no sense are probably wrong, no matter how carefully we think we did the calculations. Mistakes are often easy to spot with a little thought, so we ask students to stop for a reality check before interpreting results.

Notation Alert. Throughout this book, we emphasize the importance of clear communication. Proper notation is part of the vocabulary of statistics, but it can be daunting. We’ve found that it helps students when we are clear about the letters and symbols statisticians use to mean very specific things, so we’ve included Notation Alerts whenever we introduce a special notation that students will see again.

Math Boxes. When we present the mathematical underpinnings of the statistical methods and concepts, we set proofs, derivations, and justifications apart from the narrative. In this way, the underlying mathematics is there for those who want greater depth, but the text itself presents the logical development of the topic at hand without distractions.

From Learning to Earning. Each chapter ends with a From Learning to Earning summary that includes learning objectives and definitions of terms introduced in the chapter. Students should use these as study guides. We encourage them to take this opportunity to see the “big picture” of the chapter and see how it applies to making business decisions.

Promoting Problem Solving

Just Checking. Throughout each chapter we pose short questions to help students check their understanding. The answers are at the end of the exercise sets in each chapter to make them easy to check. The questions can also be used to motivate class discussion.
Ethics in Action. Statistics is not just plugging numbers into formulas; most statistical analyses require a fair amount of judgment. Ethics in Action vignettes—updated for this edition—in each chapter provide a context for some of the judgments needed in statistical analyses. Possible errors, a link to the American Statistical Association’s Ethical Guidelines, and ethically and statistically sound alternative approaches are presented in the Instructor’s Solutions Manual.

Section Exercises. The exercises for each chapter begin with straightforward exercises targeted at the topics in each section. These are designed to check understanding of specific topics. Because they are labeled by section, it is easy to turn back to the chapter to clarify a concept or review a method.

Chapter Exercises. These exercises are designed to be more realistic than section exercises and to lead to conclusions about the real world. They may combine concepts and methods from different sections, and they contain relevant, modern, and real-world questions. Many come from news stories; some come from recent research articles. The exercises marked with a T indicate that the data are available on the book’s companion website, in a variety of formats. We pair the exercises so that each odd-numbered exercise (with answer in the back of the book) is followed by an even-numbered exercise on the same statistics topic. Exercises are roughly ordered within each chapter by both topic and level of difficulty.

Integrating Technology

Data and Sources. Most of the data used in examples and exercises are from real-world sources and whenever we can, we include URLs for Internet data sources. The data we use, are usually available at the online Data and Story Library (DASL) at dasl.datadescription.com and on the companion website, www.pearsonhighered.com/sharpe.

Videos with Optional Captioning. Videos, featuring the Business Statistics authors, review the high points of each chapter. The presentations feature the same student-friendly style and emphasis on critical thinking as the textbook. In addition, 10 Business Insight Videos feature Deckers, Southwest Airlines, Starwood, and other companies and focus on statistical concepts as they pertain to the real world. Videos are available with captioning. They can also be viewed from within the online MyLab Statistics course.

Tech Support. In business, statistics is practiced with computers using a variety of statistics packages. In Business-school statistics classes, however, Excel is the software most often used. In the Tech Support sections at the end of each chapter, we summarize what students can find in the most common software, often with annotated output. In updating for this edition, we offer extended guidance for Excel 2016, and start-up pointers for Minitab, SPSS, JMP, StatCrunch, R, and XLStat, formatted in easy-to-read bulleted lists. This advice is not intended to replace the documentation for any of the software, but rather to point the way and provide start-up assistance.
Get the Most Out of MyLab Statistics

MyLab™ Statistics is the leading online homework, tutorial, and assessment program for teaching and learning statistics, built around Pearson's best-selling content. MyLab Stats helps students and instructors improve results; it provides engaging experiences and personalized learning for each student so learning can happen in any environment. Plus, it offers flexible and time-saving course management features to allow instructors to easily manage their classes while remaining in complete control, regardless of course format.

Preparedness

One of the biggest challenges in many mathematics and statistics courses is making sure students are adequately prepared with the prerequisite skills needed to successfully complete their course work. Pearson offers a variety of content and course options to support students with just-in-time remediation and key-concept review.

- Build homework assignments, quizzes, and tests to support your course learning outcomes. From Getting Ready (GR) questions to the Conceptual Question Library (CQL), we have your assessment needs covered from the mechanics to the critical understanding of Statistics. The exercise libraries include technology-led instruction, including new Excel-based exercises, and learning aids to reinforce your students' success.
- Using proven, field-tested technology, auto-graded Excel Projects allow instructors to seamlessly integrate Microsoft® Excel® content into their course without having to manually grade spreadsheets. Students have the opportunity to practice important statistical skills in Excel, helping them to master key concepts and gain proficiency with the program.

pearson.com/mylab/statistics
Resources for Success

(access code required)

MyLab™ Stats is available to accompany Pearson's market leading text offerings. To give students a consistent tone, voice, and teaching method each text's flavor and approach is tightly integrated throughout the accompanying MyLab Statistics course, making learning the material as seamless as possible.

New! Auto-Graded Excel Grader Projects

Using proven, field-tested technology, auto-graded Excel Projects allow instructors to seamlessly integrate Microsoft® Excel® content into their course without having to manually grade spreadsheets.

StatCrunch

StatCrunch, a powerful, web-based statistical software, is integrated into MyLab, so students can quickly and easily analyze datasets from their text and exercises. In addition, MyLab includes access to www.StatCrunch.com, the full web-based program where users can access tens of thousands of shared datasets, create and conduct online surveys, interact with a full library of applets, and perform complex analyses using the powerful statistical software.

Technology Tutorials and Study Cards

Excel® tutorials provide brief video walkthroughs and step-by-step instructional study cards on common statistical procedures such as Confidence Intervals, ANOVA, Simple & Multiple Regression, and Hypothesis Testing. Tutorials will capture methods in Microsoft Windows Excel® 2010, 2013, and 2016 versions.

pearson.com/mylab/statistics
Resources for Success

Instructor Supplements


Instructor’s Resource Guide (download only), written by the authors, contains chapter-by-chapter comments on the major concepts, tips on presenting topics (and what to avoid), teaching examples, suggested assignments, basic exercises, and web links and lists of other resources. Available to qualified instructors through Pearson's online catalog at www.pearson.com/us/higher-education or within MyLab Statistics.

Online Test Bank (download only), by Dirk Tempelaar, Maastricht University, includes chapter quizzes and part-level tests. Available to qualified instructors through Pearson's online catalog at www.pearson.com/us/higher-education or within MyLab Statistics.

Instructor’s Solutions Manual (download only), by Linda Dawson, University of Washington, contains detailed solutions to all of the exercises. The Instructor's Solutions Manual is available to qualified instructors through Pearson's online catalog at www.pearson.com/us/higher-education or within MyLab Statistics.

TestGen® Computerized Test Bank (www.pearsoned.com/testgen) enables instructors to build, edit, print, and administer tests using a computerized bank of questions developed to cover all the objectives of the text. TestGen is algorithmically based, allowing instructors to create multiple but equivalent versions of the same question or test with the click of a button. Instructors can also modify test bank questions or add new questions. The software and test bank are available for download from Pearson's online catalog at www.pearson.com/us/higher-education. Test Forms (download only) are also available from the online catalog.

PowerPoint Lecture Slides: Free to qualified adopters, this classroom lecture presentation software is geared specifically to the sequence and philosophy of Business Statistics. Key graphics from the book are included to help bring the statistical concepts alive in the classroom. These files are available to qualified instructors through Pearson's online catalog at www.pearson.com/us/higher-education or within MyLab Statistics.

Learning Catalytics™ is a web-based engagement and assessment tool. As a “bring-your-own-device” direct response system, Learning Catalytics offers a diverse library of dynamic question types that allow students to interact with and think critically about statistical concepts. As a real-time resource, instructors can take advantage of critical teaching moments both in the classroom and through assignable and gradable homework.

Student Resources


Technology Resources

MyLab Statistics Online Course (access code required) MyLab™ Statistics is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab Statistics personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. With MyLab Statistics and StatCrunch®, an integrated web-based statistical software program, students learn the skills they need to interact with data in the real world. Learn more about MyLab Statistics at pearson.com/mylab/statistics.

Used by nearly one million students a year, MyLab Statistics is the world’s leading online program for teaching and learning statistics. MyLab Statistics delivers assessment, tutorials, and multimedia resources that provide engaging and personalized experiences for each student, so learning can happen in any environment. Each course is developed to accompany Pearson’s best-selling content, authored by thought leaders across the statistics curriculum, and can be easily customized to fit any course format.

Methods for teaching statistics are continuously evolving to provide today’s students with the skills they need to interact with data in the real world. In addition, statistics students are coming to the classroom with a wide range of backgrounds and learner styles. The flexibility to build a course that fits instructors’ individual course formats and every student’s needs—with a variety of content options and multimedia resources all in one place—has made MyLab Statistics the market-leading solution for teaching and learning statistics since its inception.

Thanks to feedback from instructors and students from more than 10,000 institutions, MyLab Statistics continues to transform—delivering new content, innovative learning resources, and platform updates to support students and instructors, today and in the future.

Deliver Trusted Content

You deserve teaching materials that meet your own high standards for your course. That’s why Pearson partners with highly respected authors to develop interactive content and course-specific resources that you can trust—and that keep your students engaged.

Tutorial Exercises with Multimedia Learning Aids:
The homework and practice exercises in MyLab Statistics align with the exercises in the textbook, and they regenerate algorithmically to give students unlimited opportunity for practice and mastery. Exercises offer immediate helpful feedback, guided solutions, sample problems, animations, videos, and eText clips for extra help at point-of-use.

Auto-Graded Excel Projects: Using proven, field-tested technology, auto-graded Excel Projects let you seamlessly integrate Microsoft® Excel® content into your course without having to manually grade spreadsheets. Students can practice important statistical skills in Excel, helping them master key concepts and gain proficiency with the program. They simply download a spreadsheet, work live on a statistics problem in Excel, and then upload that file back into the MyLab. Within minutes, they receive a report that provides personalized, detailed feedback to pinpoint where they went wrong in the problem.

StatCrunch: MyLab Statistics integrates the web-based statistical software, StatCrunch, within the online assessment platform so that students can easily analyze datasets from exercises and the text. In addition, MyLab Statistics includes access to www.StatCrunch.com, a website where users can access tens of thousands of shared datasets, conduct online surveys, perform complex analyses using the powerful statistical software, and generate compelling reports.

Business Insight Videos: Ten engaging videos show managers at top companies using statistics in their everyday work. Assignable questions encourage debate and discussion.

StatTalk Videos: Fun-loving statistician Andrew Vickers takes to the streets of Brooklyn, New York, to demonstrate important statistical concepts through interesting stories and real-life events. This series of 24 videos includes available assessment questions and an instructor’s guide.

Empower Each Learner

Each student learns at a different pace. Personalized learning pinpoints the precise areas where each student needs practice, giving all students the support they need—when and where they need it—to be successful.

pearson.com/mylab/statistics
Study Plan: Acts as a tutor, providing personalized recommendations for each of your students based on his or her ability to master the learning objectives in your course. This allows students to focus their study time by pinpointing the precise areas they need to review, and allowing them to use customized practice and learning aids—such as videos, eText, tutorials, and more—to get them back on track. Using the report available in the Gradebook, you can tailor course lectures to prioritize the content where students need the most support, offering you better insight into classroom and individual performance.

With the Companion Study Plan Assignments you can now assign the Study Plan as a prerequisite to a test or quiz, guiding students through the concepts they need to master.

Getting Ready for Statistics: A library of questions now appears within each MyLab Statistics course to offer the developmental math topics students need for the course. These can be assigned as a prerequisite to other assignments, if desired.

Conceptual Question Library: In addition to algorithmically regenerated questions that are aligned with your textbook, there is a library of 1,000 Conceptual Questions available in the assessment manager that require students to apply their statistical understanding.

Teach the Course Your Way
Your course is unique. So whether you’d like to build your own assignments, teach multiple sections, or set prerequisites, MyLab gives you the flexibility to easily create your course to fit your needs.

Learning Catalytics: Generate class discussion, guide your lecture, and promote peer-to-peer learning with real-time analytics. MyLab Statistics now provides Learning Catalytics™—an interactive student response tool that uses students’ smartphones, tablets, or laptops to engage them in more sophisticated tasks and thinking.

LMS Integration: You can now link Blackboard Learn™, Brightspace® by D2L®, Canvas™, or Moodle® to the MyLabs. Access assignments, rosters, and resources, and synchronize grades with your LMS gradebook. For students, single sign-on provides access to all the personalized learning resources that make studying more efficient and effective.

Improve Student Results
When you teach with MyLab, student performance improves. That’s why instructors have chosen MyLab for over 15 years, touching the lives of more than 50 million students.

MathXL Online Course (access code required)
Part of the world’s leading collection of online homework, tutorial, and assessment products, MathXL® delivers assessment and tutorial resources that provide engaging and personalized experiences for each student. Each course is developed to accompany Pearson’s best-selling content, authored by thought leaders across the math curriculum, and can be easily customized to fit any course format.

With MathXL, instructors can:
- Create, edit, and assign online homework and tests using algorithmically generated exercises correlated at the objective level to the textbook.
- Create and assign their own online exercises and import TestGen tests for added flexibility.
- Maintain records of all student work tracked in MathXL’s online gradebook.

With MathXL, students can:
- Take chapter tests in MathXL and receive personalized study plans and/or personalized homework assignments based on their test results.
- Use the study plan and/or the homework to link directly to tutorial exercises for the objectives they need to study.
- Access supplemental animations and video clips directly from selected exercises.

MathXL is available to qualified adopters. For more information, visit our web site at www.mathxl.com or contact your Pearson representative.

StatCrunch
Integrated directly into MyLab Statistics, StatCrunch® is powerful web-based statistical software that allows users to perform complex analyses, share datasets, and generate compelling reports of their data.

pearson.com/mylab/statistics
The vibrant online community offers tens of thousands of shared datasets for students to analyze.

- **Collect.** Users can upload their own data to StatCrunch or search a large library of publicly shared datasets, spanning almost any topic of interest. Datasets from the text and from online homework exercises can also be accessed and analyzed in StatCrunch. An online survey tool allows users to quickly collect data via web-based surveys.

- **Crunch.** A full range of numerical and graphical methods allows users to analyze and gain insights from any dataset. Interactive graphics help users understand statistical concepts, and are available for export to enrich reports with visual representations of data.

- **Communicate.** Reporting options help users create a wide variety of visually appealing representations of their data.

StatCrunch is also available by itself to qualified adopters. It can be accessed on your laptop, smartphone, or tablet when you visit the StatCrunch website from your device's browser. For more information, visit the StatCrunch website at [www.StatCrunch.com](http://www.StatCrunch.com) or contact your Pearson representative.

**TestGen**

TestGen® ([www.pearsoned.com/testgen](http://www.pearsoned.com/testgen)) enables instructors to build, edit, print, and administer tests using a computerized bank of questions developed to cover all the objectives of the text. TestGen is algorithmically based, allowing instructors to create multiple but equivalent versions of the same question or test with the click of a button. Instructors can also modify test bank questions or add new questions. The software and test bank are available for download from Pearson's Instructor Resource Center at [www.pearsonhighered.com/irc](http://www.pearsonhighered.com/irc).

**PowerPoint Lecture Slides**

PowerPoint® Lecture Slides provide an outline to use in a lecture setting, presenting definitions, key concepts, and figures from the text. These slides are available within MyLab Statistics and in the Instructor Resource Center at [www.pearsonhighered.com/irc](http://www.pearsonhighered.com/irc).

**Foster student engagement and peer-to-peer learning**

Generate class discussion, guide your lecture, and promote peer-to-peer learning with real-time analytics.

MyLab™ Math and MyLab Statistics now provide Learning Catalytics™—an interactive student response tool that uses students’ smartphones, tablets, or laptops to engage them in more sophisticated tasks and thinking.

Instructors, you can:

- Pose a variety of open-ended questions that help your students develop critical thinking skills.
- Monitor responses to find out where students are struggling.
- Use real-time data to adjust your instructional strategy and try other ways of engaging your students during class.
- Manage student interactions by automatically grouping students for discussion, teamwork, and peer-to-peer learning.

**XLSTAT™ for Pearson**


**Minitab and Minitab Express™**

Minitab and Minitab Express™ make learning statistics easy and provide students with a skill set that's in demand in today's data-driven workforce. Bundling Minitab software with educational materials ensures students have access to the software they need in the classroom, around campus, and at home. And having the latest version of Minitab ensures that students can use the software for the duration of their course. Access Card only; not sold as standalone: ISBN 13: 978-0-13-445640-9; ISBN 10: 0-13-445640-8.

**JMP Student Edition**


[pearson.com/mylab/statistics](http://pearson.com/mylab/statistics)
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L.L. Bean, 19
Los Alamos National Laboratory, 531
Lyft, 22
Maryland Financial Corporation, 735
Microsoft, 740
Motorola, 22–26
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Mrs. Gooch’s Natural Foods, 697
National BankAmericard, Inc. (NBI), 447
Neverware, 442
New York Mets, 690
New York State Electric and Gas (NYSEG), 333
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), 220, 221
Numbeo.com, 153
Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA), 155–156, 257
Pennzoil, 24–16–17
Pillsbury, 655
Pixar, 46
Pontiac, 148
Preusser Group, 420
Roper, 252
Roper Organization, 253
Roper Research Associates, 253
SAC Capital, 493–494
Safeway, 697
Sanitas Food Company, 565
Sara Lee Corp., 735
Signet, 280–281
SmartWool, 383, 384
Society of Actuaries, 420
Sony Corporation, 324, 22-7, 23-1–2
Sony Communication Engineering Company, 22-2
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, 55
Starbucks, 10
Summit Projects, 383, 428, 434
Systemax, 373
Target Corp., 735
Texas, 24–16–17
3M, 324
Tiffany & Co., 732
Tokyo Communication Engineering Company, 22-2
Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo K.K., 23-1
Toyota, 148
Toyota Motor Manufacturing, 735–736
Travelers Insurance Company, 419–420
Uber, 22, 25, 26
Verizon, 34–35
Via, 22
Visa, 447–448
Walmart, 491–492, 643, 740
Walt Disney, 687
Wellspring Grocery, 697
Western Electric Company, 22-3
Wild Oats, 697
WholeCo Foods, 491–492
W.K. Kellogg Institute for Food and Nutrition Research, 566
WORLD FERTILITY STUDY, 23-14
Yellow Cab, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27
Zagat.com, 18
Zillow.com, 105–106, 607–608, 617

Consumers

Attracting customers, 23–13–14
Categorizing consumers, 46, 92, 169, 373
Color preference, 217
Consumer Price Index (CPI), 245, 733, 738
Consumer research, 19
Credit card purchases, 342, 454–456, 457–458, 593
Customer databases, 100, 248, 777
Customer satisfaction, 218, 246, 23–24–25, 23–8–10
Gender of customers, 92
Handedness, 219
Laundry detergents, 304, 309
Loyalty programs, 274, 518
Municipal playground, 278
Patient complaints, 22–36
Product ratings, 23–21, 23–22, 23–23
Shopping patterns, 111–113, 152, 163, 164–165
Spending patterns, 621–622
Veterinary costs, 249

Demographics

Age, 46, 54, 90, 91, 339, 373, 413, 439, 508–512, 519–520, 596–597, 601
Crowdedness, 23–27
Customer databases, 248
Ethnicity, 182
Gender, 169–171, 214, 334, 441
Gender and wages, 54
Gender of customers, 92
Handedness, 218, 219, 250
Heights, 244
High school graduation rate, 646
Hispanics, 412, 416
Illiteracy, 646
Income levels, 274, 518
Life expectancy, 115–116, 605, 691–692
Marriage, 413, 596–597, 601, 25–25
Multigenerational households, 181
Mural rate, 646
Racial discrimination, 277, 526, 527
Small businesses, 526
U.S. Census Bureau, 55
Women executives, 416

Distribution and Operations

Management

Delivery services and times, 55, 484–485
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 484, 528, 23–25
Packaging, 417
Product placement, 481
Production schedules, 531–532, 538–540, 542–546
Project completion times, 241
Shipping, 350
Waiting lines, 66, 25–27

E-Commerce

Book purchases, 524
Clothing purchases, 151–152
Customer trust, 25–28
Cybershopping, 52, 526, 528, 554
E-mail, 339
Internet coupons, 438
Internet transactions, 218, 246, 251, 303, 334, 338–339, 383, 384, 521, 528
Loyalty programs, 518
Marketing research, 106–101
Online banking, 181
Online sales and blizzards, 144
Promotions, 181–182
Sales trends, 743

Economics

Banana price fluctuations, 735
Business startups, 102
Consumer Price Index (CPI), 245, 733, 738
Cost of living, 143, 153, 560, 561, 693
Crowdedness, 23–27
Employment/unemployment, 97, 103
Forecasting, 183, 333, 569–571, 588, 723–725
GDP, 150–151, 152, 528–529, 592, 603, 604–605, 643, 695
Gemstone imports, 577–578
Great Recession and energy use, 562, 563
Health expenditures, 647
Human Development Index (HDI), 130–131, 597, 644–645, 696
Income and housing cost, 23–28
Income spent on food, 553
Interest rates, 600, 601, 739, 23–28
OECD GDP, 605, 641
Oil prices, 569–571, 743
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 95, 97
Poverty, 53
Unemployment, 556, 562–563, 743–744, 24–18
Views on the economy, 185, 317, 318, 340, 505
World Bank, 18

Education

ACT scores, 248
AP Statistics exam scores, 416
Business school, 18, 52–53, 214, 226, 227, 244, 263–264, 470
College admissions, 39
College attendance, 413
College graduation, 92
College retention rate, 338
College tuition, 102, 645
Computer lab fees, 377, 417
Computer skills, 441, 442
course choice, 520
course ratings, 23–21
credit card debt of college students, 486
Distance learning, 23–21, 23–22, 23–23
Freshman 15, 23–25
GPA, 152
Grades, 23–21
Graduate school admissions, 55
GRE scores, 412, 413
High school dropouts, 416
High school graduates, 335, 342
Internet access, 486
Internet transactions, 521
IQ tests, 244–245, 247
IT training, 480
Maternal level of education, 415
Math instruction, 479–480
Reading instruction, 308, 23–23
SAT scores, 248, 305, 309, 558, 559, 561
School absenteeism, 415
School budgets, 338
Software for learning, 444
Statistical training, 480
Test scores, 98–99, 226, 227, 244–245, 248, 486, 23–21
Training centers, 552
Value of college, 524
Energy
Alternative energy company investment, 24-20
Energy use, 95
Fuel economy, 97, 142–143, 146–147, 149, 154, 230, 244, 278, 305, 308, 557, 559, 561, 562, 578–579, 600, 25-26–27
Gas additives, 25-32–33
Gas prices, 97, 102, 733–734, 738, 739, 742, 743
Gasoline octane, 441
Great Recession and energy use, 562, 563
Hydroelectric power, 592
Oil prices, 569–571, 743
Solar energy, 596, 24-18
Wind power, 579, 488, 489, 575–576, 592

Environment
Acid rain, 416
Air pollution, 342, 378, 415, 416, 559, 560, 25-30–31
Carbon footprint, 149, 23-28
Chemicals and congenital abnormalities, 415
Cloud seeding, 488
CO2 and temperature, 153
Cyclones, 482
dowelling, 308, 414
Earthquakes, 23-21, 23-22, 23-23
El Niño, 153
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 18
Global climate change, 181, 274, 275, 277, 551, 554
Hazards, 49
Hurricanes, 101, 482, 599
Ozone levels, 97–98, 559, 560
Pollution cleanup, 278
River restoration/conservation, 270
Toxic waste, 277
Water hardness, 483–484
Water pollution, 279
Weather forecasting, 182

Ethics
Advertising, 41–42
Angel investors, 177
Anti-aging products, 513
Awareness of ethical issues, 340
Bicycle manufacture, 22-27
Bossnappings, 323–325, 334
Cereal and weight loss, 137
Chia seeds, 589
Computer repair, 368, 406
Cybershopping, 528
Elder care, 547
Gas drilling, 23-17–18
Government contracts, 241, 300
Hybrid cars, 775
Internet coupons, 438
Investment advice, 209
Job discrimination, 25-29
MBA enrollment, 470
Medical equipment sales, 632
Project completion times, 241
Racial discrimination, 526, 527
Real estate, 330, 24-14–15
Research funding and data, 13, 137
River restoration/conservation, 270
Social networking, 728
Social responsibility, 84
Travel packages, 681

Famous People
Albano, Kehlog, 701
American Society for Quality (ASQ), 22-3
American Society for Quality Control (ASQC), 22-3
Archimedes, 572
Arrow, Kenneth, 121
Bacon, Francis, 537, 573
Barton, Rich, 607
Bayes, Thomas, 176
Bernoulli, Jacob, 160
Bernoulli, Daniel, 202
Berra, Yogi, 160, 163
Bohr, Niels, 571
Bonferroni, Carlo, 25-9
Box, George, 117, 223
Castille, Mike, 310
Cohen, Steven A., 493, 494
De Moivre, Abraham, 222n
Deming, W. Edwards, 22-2, 22-3, 22-4, 22-25–26
Descartes, René, 109
Dewey, Thomas, 525, 268n
Einstein, Albert, 4
Fairbank, Richard, 280–282
Franklin, Benjamin, 419
Frink, Lloyd, 607
Galton, Francis, 120
Gates, Bill, 61
Gauss, Carl Friedrich, 119
Gosset, William S., 207, 344–345, 352
Gretzky, Wayne, 94
Guinness, Arthur, 344
Guinness, Arthur, II, 344
Hamilton, Alexander, 735
Hotelling, Harold, 121
Hume, David, 421
Ikuba, Masaru, 22-1–2
Juran, Joseph, 22-2
Kahneman, Daniel, 121
Kellogg, John Harvey, 565
Kellogg, Will Keith, 565–566
Kendall, Maurice, 713n
Laplace, Pierre-Simon, 347, 348
Legendre, Adrien-Marie, 119
Likert, Rensis, 23-1
Lowell, James Russell, 390
Maclaurin, Colin, 280–281
McGwire, Mike, 94
Mentor, Akio, 22-1–2
Morris, Nigel, 280–281
Obama, Barack, 747
Pepys, Samuel, 22-3
Persson, Karl-Johan, 1
Poisson, Simeon Denis, 206
Prentice, Louis, 160
Sasakane, Nihon, 22-2, 22-4
Secrist, Horace, 212
Sheehart, Walter A., 22-3, 22-26
Shiller, Robert, 221
Smith, Rick, 158
Spearman, Charles Edward, 131n, 23-16
Starr, Cornelius Vander, 56
Street, Picabo, 676–678
Taleb, Nassim Nicholas, 161, 223n
Thurmond, Strom, 268n
Tiffany, Charles Lewis, 732
Truman, Harry, 252, 266
Truzzi, Marcello, 404
Tukey, John W., 318
Twin, Mark, 494–495
Wallace, Henry, 265n
Wanamaker, John, 382
Wayne, John, 416
Whitney, D. R., 23-4
Wilson, Frank, 23-3, 23-4
William of Occam, 663n
Wunderlich, Carl, 398

Finance and Investments
Alternative energy company investment, 24-20
Angel investors, 177
Biotechnology firm, 339
Bond funds, 480
Business expenses, 600
Business finances, 52
Business financial planning, 20
Company assets, 103–104, 132, 580–582, 735
Company profits, 735
Credit scores, 157–158
Currency, 247, 278, 705–706, 709, 599, 711, 23-21
Cyclically Adjusted Price/Earnings Ratio (CAPE10), 221–222, 231, 244
Day trading, 216
Diversification, 199–200
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), 603, 604–605, 702–704, 707, 709, 599, 711, 23-21
Equipment investment, 24-20–21
Evaluating investment options, 212–213, 214
Financial planning, 20
Fundraising, 336
Gold, 333
Hedge funds, 493–494
Hormones and profits, 23-12–13
Income and housing costs, 153–154
Interest rates, 154, 207
Investment advice, 209
Investment in technology companies, 484
Investment options, 524–525
Investment patterns, 520
Investment strategies, 303, 304, 24-22
Movie budgets/revenues, 598, 637–638, 686–687, 694–695, 740
Mutual funds, 93–94, 98, 100, 143, 144, 151, 245, 247, 248, 487, 556, 24-22
Personal finances, 48–49, 50
Profits, 215
Purchase amounts, 373
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**Stock ownership**, 525
Trading via smartphones, 333, 334
Venture capital, 208
Wages and gender, 54

**Food/Drink**
Advertising, 308
Alcoholic beverages, 277, 334, 338, 479, 480, 595, 641, 25–27
Apples, 338, 733–734
Arby’s menu, 18
Bananas, 735
Candy, 414, 637
Cereal, 137, 227–229, 249, 480, 692–693, 23–24, 25–31
Coffee, 737–738
Cookies, 303, 304, 417
Cranberry juice, 523
Diet drinks, 23–21, 23–22, 23–23
Frosted foods, 303
Hot dogs, 417, 479
Income spent on food, 553
Irradiation, 340
Meal costs, 375
Milk, 277, 22–31
Nutrition information, 646–647, 654–656
Seafood, 603
Wine, 97, 305, 307, 480, 595, 641, 25–27

**Games**
Casino gambling, 182, 183, 185, 216, 378, 412, 22–32
Coin spins/tosses, 246, 339, 413, 414, 445
Computer games, 600
Dice, 192, 414, 521
Keno, 161
Lottery, 193, 195, 522, 22–32
Smartphone games, 23–21, 23–22, 23–23
Video games, 307

**Government, Labor, and Law**
Approval ratings, 342
Audits and taxes, 416–417
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 530
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 281
GDP, 95
Government contracts, 241, 300
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), 752–753
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), 530
Investment Company Act, 143
IRS, 341
Jury, 384, 385, 416, 421–422
Jury duty, 416
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration, 25–32
Presidential elections, 252, 266, 341, 559, 747
Public hearings, 340
Sales taxes, 376–377
Seatbelt use, 250
Securities Act, 143
Securities Exchange Act, 143
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), 56
Unemployment, 562–563
U.S. Census Bureau, 182, 214, 530, 747
U.S. Customs and Border Protection, 182
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), 95
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 276
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 493, 494
Worker productivity, 101–102, 478, 489–490, 558, 733
Working hours, 560
Zoning laws, 319, 321, 323, 327–328

**Human Resource Management/Personnel**
Bonuses, 25–29
Bossnappings, 323–325, 334
CEO compensation, 80
CEO experience, 249
Day care, 334, 335, 412
Employee attendance, 24–18
Employee experience, 183, 184
Employee performance, 20, 144
Ergonomic furniture, 478
Executive aptitude, 424
Hiring and recruiting, 49, 279, 342
Immigrants in labor force, 524
IQ testing, 246, 247
IT training, 480
Job discrimination, 444, 522, 25–29
Job interviews, 214
Job satisfaction, 49, 217, 248, 279, 527, 23–25
Placement exam scores, 440
Promotions, 217, 522–523
Second jobs, 441
Statistical training, 480
Tenure of employees, 47
Training, 441, 442, 480
Unemployment, 562–563
Worker productivity, 101–102, 478, 489–490, 558, 733
Working hours, 560

**Insurance**
Auto insurance, 148, 339
Death and disability insurance, 191
Fire insurance, 415
Health insurance, 48, 55, 213, 275, 279, 341, 518, 745, 24–12–13, 24–17–18
Homeowners insurance, 183
Hurricane insurance, 218
Insurance company profits, 96–97, 197–199, 394–395
National Insurance Crime Bureau, 148
Online insurance, 488–489, 23–26
Premiums, 191
Sales force performance, 152, 359–361

**Management**
Bossnappings, 323–325, 334
CEO compensation, 100, 357–358, 375
Entrepreneurial skill development, 525, 526
Management styles, 527
Managers’ hourly wages, 25–26
Marketing managers’ salaries, 25–25
Product introduction, 24–20
Social responsibility, 84
Women executives, 416

**Manufacturing**
Automobiles, 523, 22–4
Bicycles, 22–7
Candy, 184, 22–6, 22–10, 22–15–16, 22–17–18
Car wheels, 251
CDs, 341
Cell phones, 218, 24–19
Ceramics, 147
Cereal, 227–229
Clothing, 93, 304, 306, 763–764, 766–768, 769–773
Computer chips, 217
Computers, 22–30, 22–35
Dental drills, 25–29
Efficiency, 479, 25–30
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 484, 528, 23–25
Gas drilling, 23–17–18
Graphite production, 22–33–34
Injection molding, 25–28–29
Japanese firms, 22–1–2, 22–3
Metal manufacturing, 381–384
Outsourcing, 24–18
Product development, 24–19
Prosthetic hips, 22–18–21
Rulers and yardsticks, 22–33
Safety, 305, 309
Shift sizes, 763–764, 766–768, 769–773
Shoes, 305
Silicon wafers, 22–7–8, 22–11–12, 22–23–24
Smokestack scrubbers, 25–30–31
Solar panels, 596
Sound systems, 232–234
Toys, 49
TV panels, 237
Worker productivity, 483

**Marketing**
Anti-aging products, 513
Branding, 485
Coffee shop, 234–235
Direct mail, 289–290, 293–294, 295–298
Livestock feed, 375
Loyalty programs, 274, 518
Market research, 92, 100–101, 166–168, 187, 273, 277, 305, 327, 334, 440, 24–18
Market segmentation, 71–72, 91, 24–21
Marketing program test, 441
Marketing strategies, 214
Music, 487
Sales predictions, 686
Telemarketing, 496–497, 501